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Linux Do-It-Yourself: Part
XV—Easy E-Commerce

with PHP
By  S c o t t  C o u r t n ey

Building on the previous articles in the series, the author will
demonstrate how to build PayPal forms using PHP and MySQL
and how to extract data from the catalog.

INTRODUCTION

Last month’s column saw the addition of a
virtual shopping basket to Penny Penguin’s
hypothetical Web site, www.icefloehousing.com.
This month, we conclude the series by tak-
ing a brief look at e-commerce using PHP.
E-commerce is a very broad and complex
topic, but for this article, we define it rather
narrowly: Penny Penguin simply wants to
enhance her online catalog so that she can
take orders electronically.

If you start looking into e-commerce for a
real business (which Ice Floe Housing
emphatically is not), the first question that
you should ask is, “Do I really want to write
my own software?” There are a number of
open source and commercially licensed tools
available to do this sort of thing. Visit
Freshmeat (http://freshmeat.net/—an open
source software site that announces new releases
and new projects) and search on “e-commerce”
or “credit card” and you will discover a num-
ber of pre-built open source solutions, several
of which are written in PHP. It is also possible
to do custom code, but to use a commercial
Web services framework such as BEA
WebLogic or IBM’s WebSphere. These tools
provide a development environment with a
rich set of ready-to-use e-commerce modules.

Another easy way to do this would be with
PayPal™ or one of their competitors. These
services effectively outsource the catalog main-
tenance and ordering part of a business, in

exchange for a small fee on each transaction. For
PayPal™, one simply uses the service’s own
Web site to define items in the virtual catalog,
and then embeds a predefined HTML form link-
ing from a “buy now on PayPal™” button. The

only thing that changes on each page is a hidden
CGI parameter to identify the merchant and item
number to PayPal’s server. Given the code from
prior months’ do-it-yourself articles, adding
PayPal forms is a trivial change on the catalog

function getOrderingButtonsHTML() {
# If the basket is empty, neither of these buttons applies.
# Also, these aren’t available from the detail mode of the
# catalog.php page.
$cat_detail_mode = (ereg(‘catalog.php’,$_SERVER[“SCRIPT_NAME”])

&& !empty($_GET[“cat_number”]));
$html = getFormTableTag();
$html .= “<tr align=\”center\” valign=\”middle\”>”;
if (count($_SESSION[“BASKET”]) > 0 && ! $cat_detail_mode) {

# View basket button
if (! ereg(‘basket.php’,$_SERVER[“SCRIPT_NAME”])) {

$html .= “<td>” . getFormTag(“/basket.php”,”GET”);
$html .= getButtonHTML(“SUBMIT”,””,”View Shopping

Basket”);
$html .= “</form></td>”;

}
# Checkout button
if (! ereg(‘payment.php’,$_SERVER[“SCRIPT_NAME”])) {

$html .= “<td>” . getFormTag(“/payment.php”,”GET”);
$html .= getButtonHTML(“SUBMIT”,””,”Proceed to

Checkout”);
$html .= “</form></td>”;

}
}
if (! ereg(‘catalog.php’,$_SERVER[“SCRIPT_NAME”]) || $cat_detail_mode) {

$html .= “<td>” . getFormTag(“/catalog.php”,”GET”);
$html .= getButtonHTML(“SUBMIT”,””,”Return to Catalog”);
$html .= “</form></td>”;

}
$html .= “</tr></table>\n”;
return $html;

}

FIGURE 1: GETORDERINGBUTTONSHTML() IS USED ON MULTIPLE PAGES. IT DISPLAYS THE
APPROPRIATE PAGE-TO-PAGE LINK BUTTONS, DEPENDING ON THE CURRENT PAGE AND
TRANSACTION STATUS.
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detail page. Last month’s shopping cart, in that
case, would be superfluous.

So, in the real world, Penny Penguin would
probably go to the Internet and download the
code she needs for a complete solution, or she
would simply use PayPal™ or something like
it. In this article, though, the purpose is not so
much to present a realistic working business,
as to teach PHP programming techniques.
With that in mind, our imaginary friend Penny
has decided that she really, really wants to
build her own e-commerce solution.

ECHO

Penny is not foolish enough to try to build
her own credit card processing system. Instead,
a search around Freshmeat led her to several
library modules that add credit card handling to
PHP. One such system is ECHO, the Electronic
Clearing HOuse. A particular merchant bank
runs ECHO, but they have published their inter-
face specification, allowing open source devel-
opers to write modules for PHP, Perl, Java and
other languages. ECHO also provides propri-
etary downloadable open source code. Ice Floe
Housing will use the OpenECHO libraries,
available from http://www.openecho.com/.
(Another alternative would have been the
TCLink credit card processing system, found at
http://www.trustcommerce.com/tclink.html.
ECHO was selected for this article mostly
based on simplicity.)

OpenECHO provides a PHP object class,
“EchoPHP,” which does the entire actual inter-
action with the credit card processor. That class
is downloaded in a file called echophp.class. For
consistency with the other files in the Ice Floe
Housing Web site, Penny has renamed it to
echophp.inc and has added it to her “include”
directory. She also has added phpmailer.inc
and smtp.inc, both of which are required by
OpenECHO. As with echophp.inc, these files
have been renamed for consistency but are
otherwise unaltered. The advantage of open
source software is that you do not have to fix
what is not broken—but you can if you want
to! These files also have to be added to the
include list in header.inc, or they will not be
found by the compiler.

Before diving into the new e-commerce code,
we should note that the common functions from
prior months have been updated, with minor bug
fixes and some new enhancements. This article
does not cover the functions in detail here, for
space reasons, but if you downloaded the code
last time, go get the new version even if you
don’t plan to use the rest of this month’s code.
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function getPaymentField($field) {
$field_name = “FORM__PAY__” . $field;
if (is_array($_POST[$field_name])) {

return $_POST[$field_name][0];
}
return “”;

}

FIGURE 2: GETPAYMENTFIELD() IS CALLED FROM MANY PARTS OF THE CODE TO RETRIEVE
VALUES FROM THE BUILT-IN CGI POST PARAMETER ARRAY.

function initPaymentFieldMetadata() {
# Initialize the array only once.
if (! is_array($GLOBALS[“FORM__PAY__FIELDS”])) {

$GLOBALS[“FORM__PAY__FIELDS”] = array(
“fname”=>array(“size”=>16,

“prompt”=>”First name”),
“lname”=>array(“size”=>14,

“prompt”=>”Last name”),
*** code omitted here ***

“scounter”=>array(“size”=>0,
“prompt”=>”Transaction ID”)

);
}

}

FIGURE 3: THIS CODE FRAGMENT FROM INITPAYMENTFIELDMETADATA() SHOWS HOW A
CONSTANT GLOBAL ARRAY IS CREATED TO CONTAIN FIELD DISPLAY INFORMATION, SEPARATE
FROM THE ACTUAL CONTENTS OF THE FIELDS.

function
getPaymentFieldHTML($field,$colspan=1,$prompt_colspan=1,$readonly=FALSE,$redact=0) {

initPaymentFieldMetadata();
# Special handling for certain field names
switch ($field) {

case “payment_type_cc”:
case “payment_type_ec”:

$field_name = “FORM__PAY__payment_type”;
$value = getPaymentField(“payment_type”);
break;

default:
$value = getPaymentField($field);
$field_name = “FORM__PAY__” . $field;

}
# Retrieve the current POST field value, if any
$prompt = $GLOBALS[“FORM__PAY__FIELDS”][$field][“prompt”];
$size = $GLOBALS[“FORM__PAY__FIELDS”][$field][“size”];
if ($prompt_colspan) {

$html .= getPaymentCell($prompt_colspan,”right”);
if ($field != “payment_type”) {

$html .= htmlspecialchars($prompt);
}
$html .= “</td>”;

}
$html .= getPaymentCell($colspan,”left”);
# At this point, if readonly is true, nothing else matters, so we’ll
# handle it with a special flagged field name. That keeps from having
# to put this long ugly switch() block into an even larger if() block.
if ($readonly) {

$field = “__READONLY__”;
}
switch ($field) {

case “__READONLY__”:
if ($redact > 0) {

$redact = 0 - $redact;
$v1 = substr($value,0,$redact);
$v2 = substr($value,$redact);
$v1 = ereg_replace(“[^ ]”,”X”,$v1);
$value = $v1 . $v2;

FIGURE 4: GETPAYMENTFIELDHTML() CONTAINS MOST OF THE LOGIC FOR BUILDING THE
ORDER FORM FIELDS.
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To begin, we need a way to reach the new
checkout form, which will be named pay-
ment.php, from the other pages on the site.
This means new buttons at the bottom of the
catalog page (both summary and detail modes)
and the shopping basket page. To save coding
time, Penny has built the function shown in
FIGURE 1 (on page 16) to add appropriate but-
tons, but only if the shopping basket actually
contains one or more items.

Note the checking code, using the ereg()
function, to ensure that certain things do not
happen on certain pages. For instance, a button
to “Proceed to Checkout” does not make sense
if one is already in the checkout page. This
function is added to basket.inc, and the code in
basket.inc and catalog.inc is modified to use
the new function instead of the old “hard-
wired” buttons. In general, it is good practice
to “rationalize” code in this way, when you
find a function that is being done the same
way—or very similarly—in different places
within the code.

The actual payment processing is handled
by the EchoPHP class, but a “wrapper”
function, submitEcho(), is needed to acti-
vate EchoPHP, check the result, and send
out e-mail notification to the customer and to
the merchant if the order was successful. The
OpenEcho download includes echopay.php,
which is almost what is needed here. For Ice
Floe Housing, this file is renamed to echo.inc,
and the submitEcho() function is modified
somewhat. First, it does not issue error messages
itself, but rather returns a Boolean TRUE or
FALSE value to the caller to indicate success
or failure. Second, the original function relies
on GET or POST CGI variables being
assigned as implied globals in PHP. That fea-
ture is still supported as an option, but its use
is discouraged in new versions of PHP
because implied CGI globals are a security
vulnerability. The built-in $_GET[] and
$_POST[] global arrays are the better
approach. For convenience, Penny adds a
simple function getPaymentField() to retrieve
the GET or POST value from the correct
location. See FIGURE 2 (on page 17).

In the new version of submitEcho(), a call
to this function replaces each of the down-
loaded code’s use of implied global POST
variables. Another predefined file, echo_info.inc,
(renamed from the downloaded file info.php)
simply defines constants such as the mer-
chant ID obtained when signing up with the
ECHO banking service. The contents of that
file are self-explanatory. Finally, a new file,
payment.inc, includes almost all of the new
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*** code omitted ***
$html .= $row_start . “<th align=\”left\” colspan=\”6\”>Please provide

your billing/shipping information:</th>” . $row_end;
$html .= $row_start . getPaymentFieldHTML(“fname”,1,1);
$html .= getPaymentFieldHTML(“lname”,3,1) . $row_end;
$html .= $row_start . getPaymentFieldHTML(“address1”,5,1) . $row_end;
$html .= $row_start . getPaymentFieldHTML(“address2”,5,1) . $row_end;
$html .= $row_start . getPaymentFieldHTML(“city”);
$html .= getPaymentFieldHTML(“state”) . getPaymentFieldHTML(“zip”) .

$row_end;
*** code omitted ***

FIGURE 5: THIS FRAGMENT IS PART OF GETPAYMENTFORMFIELDSHTML(), AN UGLY BUT NEC-
ESSARY BIT OF BRUTE-FORCE FORM GENERATION CODE.

}
$html .= htmlspecialchars($value);
break;

case “payment_type_cc”:
case “payment_type_ec”:

if (empty($value)) {
$value = “cc”;

}
$html .= “<input type=\”radio\” name=\”” . $field_name

. “[]\””;
if (eregi(‘Credit’,$prompt)) {

$v = “cc”;
} else {

$v = “ec”;
}
$html .= “value=\”” . $v . “\””;
if ($value == $v) {

$html .= “ checked”;
}
$html .= “>&nbsp;<b>” . ereg_replace(‘

‘,’&nbsp;’,htmlspecialchars($prompt)) . “</b>”;
break;

*** code omitted here for brevity ***

case “ec_id_type”:
$ec_types = array(“DL”=>”Driver’s License”,

“SS”=>”Federal ID or SSN”,
“MI”=>”Military ID”,
“GN”=>”Generic ID”);

$html .=
getSelectHTML($field_name,$ec_types,$value,FALSE);

break;
case “ec_account_type”:

$ec_types = array(“P”=>”Personal”,”B”=>”Business”);
$html .=

getSelectHTML($field_name,$ec_types,$value,FALSE);
break;

case “state”:
case “ec_id_state”:

$html .= getStateField($field_name,$value);
break;

default:
$html .=

getTextFieldHTML($field_name,$value,$size,$size);
}
$html .= “</td>”;
return $html;

}

FIGURE 4: CONTINUED
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code for this application, and payment.php
(in the HTML directory) is the actual page.

THE FORM

Penny still needs code to collect the infor-
mation from the customer before the order is
placed. The form layout for the checkout page
is complex and non-uniform, and it does not
lend itself very well to a simple loop through
all the field names. A template design could
have been used, but for just one page, a simpler
approach is adequate. Penny starts with an ini-
tialization function to populate an associative
array with the metadata for each field. See
FIGURE 3 (on page 17).

Each field’s name in the outer array points
to an inner array containing “size” and
“prompt” attributes. The size is the number of
characters of field width in the HTML form. It
is zero for certain fields (such as “scounter”)
where special handling makes the field width
irrelevant. The prompt attribute is the user-
friendly text describing the field in the form.
See FIGURE 4 (on page 17).

The function getPaymentFieldHTML()
uses this metadata to generate the HTML code
for the form.

Several of the fields have special handling,
and this is handled in the second switch() logic
block. The default for an ordinary field is sim-
ply to call getTextFieldHTML(), defined in
forms.inc, to generate a normal text input
field. Several of the fields have a constant
array of available values which is passed to
getSelectHTML(), also defined in forms.inc.

When the $readonly parameter is TRUE, no
HTML forms are displayed. Instead, the prompt
text is displayed next to the existing field value
from the POST variables. This is a very easy way
to use the same code to generate non-interactive
receipts after a transaction is completed. The
$redact parameter replaces non-blank characters
in a sensitive field, such as a credit card number
or checking account number, with the letter “X”
to protect privacy. $redact is only used in read-
only mode, and if nonzero, it specifies the num-
ber of characters to not blank out in the displayed
value.

The function getPaymentFormFieldsHTML()
is pure brute-force coding at its ugliest. This
function builds two HTML tables, one above the
other, with six columns and multiple rows. The
tables contain the fields for the bill-to and ship-
to information, plus the payment data for both
credit card and e-check transactions, with a radio
button set to choose which payment type is used.
A fragment of getPaymentFormFieldsHTML()

is shown in FIGURE 5 (on page 18); the rest is just
more of the same.

Some fields are computed, rather than being
typed in by the user. “amount,” “ship_amount,”
“tax_amount,” and “grand_total” are never
actually passed in a POST operation from the
browser—which would be an invitation to

fraud by a clever customer! Instead, they are
computed and are set from the
setPaymentAmounts() function.

setPaymentAmounts() in turn calls
getShippingAmount() and getTaxAmount() to
compute shipping and handling, and sales tax,
respectively. See FIGURE 6. The example code
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function setPaymentAmounts($db,$ship_percentage=5,$ship_minimum=0,$ship_maxi-
mum=0) {

$detail = getBasketCatalogData($db);
setQuantities($detail);
$amount = getTotalAmount($detail);
$_POST[“FORM__PAY__amount”][0] = $amount;
$_POST[“FORM__PAY__ship_amount”][0] = getShippingAmount($amount,

$ship_percentage,$ship_minimum,$ship_maximum);
$_POST[“FORM__PAY__tax_amount”][0] = getTaxAmount($amount);

}

FIGURE 6: SETPAYMENTAMOUNTS() CALCULATES TAX AND SHIPPING, PLUS THE MERCHANDISE TOTAL,
GIVEN THE DATA IN THE SHOPPING CART. THE RESULTS ARE PLACED INTO PSEUDO-POST VARIABLES.

function doPaymentAction($db) {
if (empty($_POST[“FORM__ORDER”][0])) {

# Just a preview or initial entry.
$html = getPaymentFormHTML();
print($html);

} else {
# Actually time to process the order.
$error = submitEcho();
if ($error) {

$html = “<p><b>Payment processing failed. “;
$html .= “Please check the information and try

again.</b></p>\n”;
$html .= getPaymentFormHTML();

} else {
$html = “<p><b>Thank you for your order!</b></p>\n”;
$html .= getPaymentReceiptHTML($db);

}
print($html);

}
}

FIGURE 7: DOPAYMENTACTION() IS CALLED FROM THE APPLICATION PAGE, PAYMENT.PHP, TO
MANAGE THE FORM SUBMISSION LOGIC.
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FIGURE 8: THIS SCREEN SHOT SHOWS THE SHOPPING BASKET PAGE, WHICH NOW HAS A
BUTTON TO GO TO THE CHECKOUT (PAYMENT.PHP) PAGE.



accompanying this article has very simplistic
versions of these functions for demonstration
purposes, but a real-world application would
need to replace these with much more sophisti-
cated computations. Note that
setPaymentAmounts() also calls the
getBasketCatalogData() and setQuantities(),
and getTotalAmount() functions from
basket.inc. These three functions, collectively,
allow the payment system to total the contents
of the merchandise in the shopping basket. As
you may recall from last month, that is more
complex than just adding up the line items,
because the basket code automatically applies
discounts for lot-quantity orders. Luckily, that
work is done and needn’t be duplicated here!

The function doPaymentAction() puts all of
this, plus some other minor functions not dis-
cussed here due to space constraints, into
action, deciding whether the order form is com-
pletely filled in and submitting the order once it
is confirmed. See FIGURE 7 (on page 19).

If the payment submission works, a thank
you message is displayed and the getPayment-
ReceiptHTML() function is called to generate a
non-modifiable, printer-friendly receipt for the
order. submitEcho(), the predefined function
from the OpenECHO library, will also have sent
an acknowledgment e-mail to the customer and
to Penny Penguin, if the order was successfully
placed. If the payment processing fails, then an
error message is displayed and the modifiable
data form is redisplayed so that the user can cor-
rect the problem and resubmit the form.

One note of caution: The code presented in
this series of articles is a realistic demonstration
of a PHP project to build a business Web site. It
is, however, only for demonstration and learning
purposes. In particular, the e-commerce and tax
computation code in this last article has not been
exhaustively tested, and you should not use the
code in an actual business setting without care-
ful examination and testing.

Many features could be added to improve
this demonstration code. One obvious change
would be to add an order tracking database in
MySQL. Once an order is successfully
processed, the doPaymentAction() function
should add a row to an order tracking table,
assigning a unique order number. Then, an
order line item table would receive copies of the
shopping cart data. Contrary to the usual data
normalization practice, it is essential in this
case to copy the data from the catalog to the
order line item table, rather than just pointing
back to a catalog number. This is because items
may be changed or deleted, or prices adjusted,
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FIGURE 10: AFTER A SUCCESSFUL ORDER IS PLACED, E-MAIL IS SENT TO THE CUSTOMER AND
THE MERCHANT, AND THIS PRINTABLE RECEIPT IS DISPLAYED.

FIGURE 9: HERE IS THE PAYMENT FORM, AS IT IS INITIALLY BEING FILLED IN BY THE CUSTOMER.
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in the catalog between the time when an order
is placed and when it is shipped to the customer.

Ideally, the e-mails to the customer and to
Penny Penguin would be improved as well.
The getPaymentReceiptHTML() function,
already called from doPaymentAction(),
provides HTML that could also be the body
of the e-mail messages. For this article, it
seemed wiser not to tinker any more than
necessary with the existing, downloaded
code from OpenECHO, but in a real-world
system, the e-mail notification would be
better if separated from the actual payment
processing function.

CONCLUSION

Penny Penguin may be a fictional character,
but hopefully, her experiences in building this
Web site for Ice Floe Housing have been
informative and useful. These example mod-
ules illustrate how PHP can be used to build
complex Web applications. From Penny
Penguin and all the virtual staff at Ice Floe
Housing, “Stay warm and have fun with PHP!”

As with the other articles in this series, a
complete source code archive can be down-
loaded. The code archive contains some func-
tions not discussed in the text, due to space
constraints and has more detailed comments
about the workings of many of the library
functions. The code is released as freeware
under the GNU General Public License
(http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html).
Have fun!  

NaSPA member Scott Courtney is a senior engineer
with Sine Nomine Associates, an engineering con-
sulting company. His career has included fifteen
years in engineering and IT at a large manufactur-
ing company. He also worked as a technical jour-
nalist and editor for an online publisher for one year.
Scott is an active open source developer in both
PHP and Java languages and maintains a number
of production Web sites using open source tools.
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